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“Gastronomy is the greatest form of therapy 

that anyone can be exposed to” 

Marco Pierre White



As adventurous consumers go in search of evermore 

exciting and innovative experiences, the hospitality 

market rises to meet the challenge with creative 

world food fusions and modern twists on traditional 

classics.
 

Health conscious and environmentally aware 

diners seek out restaurants to meet their dietary 

requirements; while barbecue joints serve up 

man-vs-food style meat feasts and craft beer.

The rise in casual dining sees consumers embrace 

small plates and sharing dishes, as a sociable and 

relaxed way to dine.

 

And fi nally no dining out experience is complete 

without a chic drinks menu, showcasing 

experimental cocktails, gin infusions or locally 

sourced craft beer.
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As dining out becomes more casual, consumers 

embrace the sociable sharing culture of Spanish tapas, 

and the trend continues to evolve as more and more 

cuisines adopt the small plate ethos.
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Iberica
Authentic Spanish tapas made with imported 

ingredients from specially selected Spanish suppliers, 

with 5 sites in London and the latest in Manchester.

BarafIna
 Casual Tapas in a Diner Bar setting in Soho & Covent 

Garden.

     Brindisa Tapas Kitchens
5 traditional tapas restaurants across London, evolved 

from a business that started out as a wholesaler of 

quality Spanish produce.

 Lobos Meat & Tapas Bar
Based in London Bridge and born from a love of 

excellent meat cuts, good wine, hospitality, Spain and 

London.

 Social Wine & Tapas
Modern tapas dishes made with the best of British 

produce, with cheese, charcuterie and an extensive 

wine list in Marylebone.

Wahaca
Authentic Mexican street food with a strong focus on 

sustainability, served sharing style in London, Bristol, 

Manchester & Cardiff.

 The Palomar
Serving up the food of modern day Jerusalem, with a 

menu strongly infl uenced by Southern Spain, North 

Africa and The Levant based in the heart of Piccadilly.

Giggling Squid
Thai tapas in London & The South. Stonecast
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“Sharing small plates of food while unwinding after a hectic day and talking with 
friends and associates over drinks has tremendous social appeal” GOURMETMARKETING.NET



The New Nordic trend evolves as conscientious 

consumers make healthy and sustainable choices, 

based on looking after themselves and the 

environment.
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 Ludenwic
  Inspired by the Scandinavian cafes of Copenhagen 

with the philosophy of minimalism, functionality & 

quality in Covent Garden.

  O Food
 Scandinavian & sustainable, O Food promotes eating 

well and eating locally in Spitalfi elds.

   Poco
  Sustainable, seasonal tapas from Tom Hunt in 

London & Bristol (Morito).

Tanya’s Cafe
       Raw food restaurant and superfood cocktail bar 

in Chelsea. Everything at Tanya’s is raw living, plant-

based, hand-picked, organically grown, ethically 

sourced, and free from refi ned sugar, dairy or gluten.

  Ethos
Nutritional, hand crafted food served buffet style near 

Oxford Circus.

TED
 Ethical and traceable ingredients served up 

surrounded by recycled decor at Kings Cross, 

Think.Eat.Drink is the philosophy behind TED, an 

organisation that promotes sustainability in hospitality.

ROK SMOKEHOUSE
  Inspired by the Scandinavian cafes of Copenhagen 

with the philosophy of minimalism, functionality & 

quality in Covent Garden.

The Good Life Eatery
  Making healthy food taste great with simple, clean, 

fresh ingredients with 2 London sites.
Stonecast

TRENDSETTERS 72% of diners see seafood as a healthy alternative + 46% see sustainability as key
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“At Poco we hold an awareness of our impact at the core of what we do and work 
constantly to reduce it”  POCO



The booming popularity of South American and Asian 

cuisines see chef’s creating innovative fusions of 

fl avours from both sides of the Pacifi c ocean.
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Pachamama
Innovative Peruvian sharing dishes served for 

British tastes in Marylebone, washed down with 

Peruvian-styled herbal cocktails.

Bo Drake
A combination of the sweet and pickled fl avours 

of East Asia combined with the slow BBQ cooking 

techniques of the US and Europe in Soho.

Mommi
Celebrating the cuisines of South America and 

Japan with a raw bar and grill in Clapham.

The Pond
 Hawaiian food cooked in pan-Asian styles served in 

a Victorian warehouse in Dalston.

Jinjuu
Korean comfort food and street food with US 

infl uences, served with creative Korean cocktails in 

Soho.

Amaru
A Japanese-Peruvian crossover serving ceviche and 

sashimi in a intimate venue on St. Katherines dock.

Sticks’n’Sushi
One of Denmark’s favourite restuarants serving 

Japanese sushi and yakatori with Scandinavian 

infl uences, now with 3 London sites.

Mole Taco Bar
 Innovative twists on traditional Mexican and 

South American dishes in a boutique restaurant in 

Marlborough. Stonecast
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“Unfamiliar foods are becoming more popular... the foodie 
population is expanding rapidly, and everyone likes to 

brag about trying exotic FLavours” FSR Magazine



British classics get a revamp as nostalgic 

consumers look for their old time favourites, like 

rustic pies and fi sh & chips.
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Craft London
Defi ned as a ‘New British Restaurant’, based in 

Greenwich and serving seasonal British recipes such 

as wild pigeon and 

grilled eel.

Sutton & Sons
Fish & chips and other sustainable dishes from the 

sea, in a restaurant based in Stoke Newington that 

has evolved from being a fi shmonger.

Percy & Founders
All day dining in an old hospital in Fitzrovia, serving 

Modern British dishes with European twists

Dram & Smoke
Pop up serving classic Scottish dishes in Vauxhall

Dean Street Townhouse
Classic British food served in a Georgian hotel & 

restaurant in the heart of Soho.

Battersea Pie Station
Serving traditional pies and pastries to the hungry 

tourists in Covent Garden, named best pie in London 

2015

The Red Lemon
 Home cooked style dishes served in a traditional pub 

setting in Notting Hill.

Pig & Goose
Elegant dining rooms above The George pub on the 

Strand, serving seasonal British dishes and cheese 

and port for afters.
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“British food has made a dramatic come back, whether you’re looking for 
a simple pub lunch or a new twist on a old classic, there’s an abundance of 

great British restaurants” TIMEOUT



Locally sourced produce adds value to menus, as 

consumers look to support their communities by 

eating quality ingredients with fewer food miles.
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Grain Store
        Where the humble vegetable takes centre stage 

on dishes, now with two London sites.

Shotgun
A US Southern Soul BBQ restaurant where every 

meat has a named reputable supplier.

Jar Kitchen
 Farm-to-Fork restaurant in Covent Garden, 

where they believe ‘good food starts with fresh 

ingredients’.

The Manor
The Dairy’s sister restaurant in Clapham using 

ingredients from their rood top garden.

106 Baker Street
Casual all day dining spot in Marylebone serving 

market fresh dishes.

Oldroyd
 Serving a daily changing menu of seasonal British 

ingredients in Camden.

Rabbit
Second Site for the The Shed’s Gladwin Brothers, 

serving seasonal farmed and foraged for dishes in 

Chelsea.

Salt & Honey
 A modern European bistro, serving meat sourced 

from Ipswich & Scotland.

Stonecast

TRENDSETTERS 68% of London Diners say local sourcing and provenance were the main requirement 
when choosing a restaurant
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“That’s why we operate on a farm-to-fork basis. High quality, locally-sourced produce forms 
each and every one of our dishes. We know where all of our food comes from, and only use 
ingredients that we’re proud to put on our menu.” JAR KITCHEN



BREAKFAST 
COCKTAILSrelaxed

Innovative brunch  concepts include world food 

fl avours, and boozy all you can eat and drink 

offerings for a long, lazy weekend treat.



Duck & WafFLe
 Iconic brunch spot towering above London in the 

Heron tower.

Dishoom
The Bombay cafe Dishoom, with 4 London sites, 

serves traditional breakfast with a Bombay twist, like 

Bacon Naan rolls.

Lima Floral
Native Peruvian ingredients like eucalyptus, muna 

mint and macca roots transform traditional British 

breakfast dishes Mon-Fri, while the weekends bring 

a 3 course brunch and proseco brunch to Covent 

Garden.

Cereal Killers Cafe
Over 120 different types of cereal, 30 different types 

of milk and 20 different toppings on Brick Lane.

Flesh & Buns
 Serving Japanese ‘booze food’ in Soho, with a 

weekend brunch menu with a cocktail on arrival and 

unlimited proseco.

Opso
Greek inspired weekend brunch offering in Marylebone.

Bad Egg
US Diner paying homage to the egg in Shoreditch, 

and offering a boozy brunch at the weekend with 

unlimited bloody marys and mimosas.

Egg Break
Notting Hill Cafe/Restaurant devoted to the egg - 

serving eggs from breakfast to dinner.

Stonecast

TRENDSETTERS Brits are spending £76 million day dining out for breakfast
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“They say breakfast is the most important meal of the of the day... it’s so important that whenever 
we get the chance (at weekends mostly) we like it to be so indulgent, so long and languorous that it 
takes up a while other meal slot... brunch” HOUSE AND GARDEN MAGAZINE



Nostalgia

Growth in casual dining sees a rise in eating with 

your FIngers, dig in and share, southern soul food.
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Meat Liquor
Paving the way for eating with your fi ngers, delicious 

dirty food. Home of the American burger and chicken 

wings now has 5 sites, including London. 

Boneyard
Part of Shoreditch’s street food market ‘Pump’ in a 

derelict petrol station, Boneyard is a US casual eating 

concept with lots of sticky ribs and deep fried chicken.

 Top Dog
California style hot dogs made with premium British 

ingredients, in a 1950’s biker themed restaurant in Soho.

Fraq’s Lobster Shack
 East Coast inspired seafood joint with nautical decor, 

specialising in lobster and seafood rolls, served in 

Fitzrovia eat in or out.

Grillstock
Meat - Music - Mayhem: Barbecue & Music Festival in 

Bristol and 5 Smokehouse restaurants around the UK, 

including Bristol & Liverpool.

Blues Kitchen
 Tastes and sounds of the southern States, with live 

music 7 nights a week and Creole comfort food classics.

Joe’s Southern Kitchen & Bar
 Southern comfort food, served sharing style alongside 

bourbon cocktails, in Covent Garden & Kentish Town. Sip 

a cocktail in an old prison cell in the Kentish Town site’s 

bar JAILBIRD.

Fat Burger
 The US giant Fat Burger opens their fi rst UK site in 

Camden, with their giant XXXL 2000 calorie burger. buffetscape

TRENDSETTERS The UK burger market is worth £3 Billion - with the average consumer eating burgers 
5.3 times a month!
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“OUT ETHOS, ‘EAT WELL AND SHARE FOOD’ ... YOUR FINGERS GET DIRTY AND FACE GET STICKY THEN SO MUCH 
THE BETTER” jOES sOUTHERN KITCHEN AND BAR
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Thirsty consumers go in search of innovative tipples 

and drinks menus become more adventurous with 

experimental cocktails, local craft beers and 

artisan gins.
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Cahoots
1940’s style vintage cocktail bar, kept a subterranean 

secret in a abandoned tube station. Gin, swing & spam 

fritters in Soho.

Mr Fog’s Tavern
A Victorian drinking den with split fl oors, gin upstairs, 

craft beer & pies downstairs near Covent Garden.

Soho Grind
Defi ne themselves as ‘Espresso Bar. Cocktail Bar. 

Kitchen. Recording Studio’, serving their own exclusive 

blend of coffee & coffee themed cocktails.

London Cocktail Club
A series of quirky and unique cocktail bars, the latest 

is a speakeasy in Islington hidden behind the staff only 

door within a ‘Apothecary Off Licence’ shop front.

Meantime Tasting Rooms
Meantime brewery in Greenwich opens it’s doors with a 

bar stocked with their craft beer and a menu of food.

Amanzi Tea
Aiming to be the UK’s leading tea bar, with creative tea 

infusions. Serving over 150 loose leaf teas, tea cocktails, 

chai’s, lattes and frappes in Marlborough.

Bump Caves
Sixties style underground dive bar and distillery by Tower 

Bridge, serving creative fusion spirits distilled in house 

named ‘bumps’. 

The Worship Street Whistling Stop
 Paying homage to the Gin Palaces of the Victorian 

London, serving innovative cocktails using sous-vide 

cooking techniques in Shoreditch. Stonecast

TRENDSETTERS “London’s drinks wizards still lead the world when it comes to innovative 
concoctions” TIME OUT
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Vicrila - ArAN BEVERAGE Vicrila - Havana

COCKTAIL REVOLUTION CREATIVE CRAFT BEERS gin revival
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vicrila - subirats Vicrila - victoria Sequel

Vicrila - conical

POSH PROSECCO WINE SOCIETY ARTISAN COFFEE



Iberica - 6 Sites

Dishoom - 4 SitesMEAT liquor - 8 Sites

Sticks N Sushi - 5 UK Sites

Wahaca - 21 Sites
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• After a Growth of 9.5% since 
2011, the casual dining market is 
forecast a 7% increase by 2019

• 62% of Brits consider themselves 
adventurous when it comes to 

trying new cuisines

• 41% of industry executives stress 
the importance of innovation AND 
exciting menus as key for growth

It’s a fact
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MADRID SHOWROOM
Princesa Street No 2, 7th Floor,
Doors 4 & 5,
Madrid 28008
Spain

LONDON SHOWROOM
Business Design Centre,

Suite 102, 52 Upper Street
Islington, London, N1 0QH

HEAD OFFICE & STOKE SHOWROOM
No.1 Marlborough Way, 
Tunstall, Stoke-on-Trent,

ST6 5NZ, England 
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